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Overview 
This document summarizes key integration issues associated with choosing a replacement to IDEA.  

Figure 1 illustrates various integration points among the learning management system (LMS), currently 

BlackBoard Learn, the student information system (SIS), currently Banner, and the instructor/course 

student survey system (IDEA-R), currently IDEA. 

 

Figure 1.  Integration points among the LMS, SIS, and IDEA-R 



Key Questions 
1. What is the minimum required functionality of each integration point? 

2. What is the desired functionality of each integration point? 

3. How should the answers to the questions above influence IDEA-R RFP response scoring? 

Details and Issues to Consider 

System of Record for Student-Instructor-Course-Section Data 
Some IDEA-R vendors encourage adopters to use the LMS as the system of record for integration 

purposes.  The rationale is simple, if all of that data is routinely replicated within the LMS, then using the 

LMS as the system of record eliminates a significant integration point between the SIS and IDEA-R.  In 

turn, that simplifies deployment and administration. 

There are multiple counter-arguments including: 

1. At UNM, only a subset of the data (representing fully online and hybrid courses) is routinely 

replicated within the LMS.  Would moving all of the data generate new problems/complexities 

such as LMS-related performance issues? 

2. Having IDEA-R use the LMS as the system of record creates an additional dependency on the 

LMS for UNM as a whole.  The extra dependency makes it more complex to replace the current 

LMS at any point in the future.  Is that additional complexity undesirable or unacceptable? 

Methods to Encourage Student Survey Completion 
Expected response rates are a critical issue in IDEA-R selection, deployment, and operation.  There is 

considerable resistance among faculty and others to adopting an all-online survey system under theory 

that response rates will suffer compared to face-to-face administration via paper-pencil.  The issue has 

arisen at other campuses.  Common methods to improve online survey completion, sometimes 

summarized with the words, nagging, bribery, and punishment, include: 

1. Direct communication from instructors to students – typically within-course announcements 

and email 

2. Reminders – these come in many forms and can be delivered through various channels.  Some 

examples include: 

a. Periodic email messages informing students of open but uncompleted surveys 

b. Pop-up messages delivered through a standard campus portal (e.g., LoboWeb), the 

survey system, or the LMS 

c. Pop-up messages specific to a course usually delivered through the LMS 

3. Course credit – typically implemented by making the survey a graded assignment within the LMS 

(graded for completion/submission, not content) 

4. Contests – Completion of a survey (possibly by a specific date) generates an automatic entry 

into a drawing for a prize (e.g., iPad, iPhone, bookstore gift certificate, …).  A variation is an 

immediate reward for completion (e.g., small bookstore credit) combined with the contest for a 

more valuable prize) 

5. Early/delayed grade release – Survey completion releases the course grade at an early, fixed, or 

delayed date.  This can be implemented through the LMS, SIS, or both. 



The following table summarizes integration issues associated with each method: 

Survey completion 
inducement 

Integration issues 

Instructor direct 
communication 

LMS:  Message could be created and/or initiated from within IDEA-R and 
flow to the LMS.  Message must be specific to a course section for 
display or distribution to enrolled students. Same thing can be 
accomplished by other means but it requires the instructor to interact 
with multiple systems. 
 
Other: Messages created within IDEA-R must flow through systems that 
control communication channels to students (e.g., Exchange for email or 
SMS).  Must be able to map student IDs in IDEA-R to student IDs in 
messaging systems – could happen within IDEA-R or within the 
messaging system.  If the former, then student messaging IDs (e.g., email 
address or cell phone number) must flow into IDEA-R from somewhere. 

Reminders Basic question – is the reminder a message generated within IDEA-R and 
shipped elsewhere for display? 

 Yes – integration issues are similar to those for instructor direct 
communication 

 No – the system displaying the reminder (typically the LMS or a 
student portal) must know whether survey(s) are uncompleted 
and must have internal logic to display an appropriate reminder.  
This implies a regular/continuous data flow from IDEA-R to the 
displaying system (e.g., student ID, course or survey ID, 
completion status) or a query sent to IDEA-R asking for 
uncompleted surveys info for a specific student and an 
appropriately-populated response. 

Course credit Really only possible through the LMS unless there’s a standard non-LMS 
grade book.  The survey must exist within the LMS as a course assignment 
so that grading value can be attached.  LMS and IDEA-R must by tightly 
integrated so that each knows when the “assignment” has been 
completed.  Various divisions of responsibility among the LMS and IDEA-R 
are possible. 

Reward and/or 
contest 

Integration issues are similar to reminders with respect to reward-
oriented communication – could be handled through IDEA-R itself, the 
LMS, or other communication systems. 

Early/delayed grade 
release 

LMS: If final grades are communicated to the student via the LMS then 
knowledge of completion and logic for display must be stored within LMS 
or handled via query-response to/from IDEA-R.  Integration issues here 
mirror those for course credit. 
 
SIS/Other: Multiple possibilities: 

 A flag in Banner that controls grade release (specific to grade or 
for all grades) – updated by IDEA-R, custom code, other? 

 Customized programming through portal with completion status 
synced from IDEA-R or via query-response to/from IDEA-R. 

 


